CARE’s 2020, still too many uncertainties:
the date scheduled for June is cancelled.
On 18–19 and 25–26 September it’s time for CARE’s EXPLORE.
The initiators and organising team of CARE’s – The ethical Chef Days have once again waited
until the last moment before making a decision: the event scheduled for 4–7 June is
cancelled to give space to CARE’s EXLORE – The nature around you, a leitmotiv that on
the weekends of Friday 18 – Saturday 19 September and Friday 25 – Saturday 26
September 2020 will be the title of this kermesse.
The final programme will be announced between May and June.
The persistence of the state of uncertainty and the rules for the sector that have still not been
clearly defined have made a sense of responsibility prevail once again, bringing Chef Norbert
Niederkofler and Paolo Ferretti, business partners and initiators alongside Mo-Food of
CARE’s, to the decision to present a renovated edition to the end of the summer.
“When the CARE’s adventure began five years ago, we wanted to take risks by using the concepts
of ethics and sustainability in the kitchen as elements to bring together even far distant worlds.
Thus, we were forerunners of the concept of contemporary cuisine: not just how you create a
dish, also how you handle waste. Moreover during these years, we also committed to redefining
the objectives and the experiences that were part of every past edition,” explains Norbert
Niederkofler.
“Today, the ongoing situation forces us to face up to the challenges even more and motivates us
to rethink the event, its modalities, its dimension, its locations, everything in an even more
sustainable and ethical way, to create an even more open and inclusive experience,” says Paolo
Ferretti, preannouncing a change of format.
So, CARE’s will come back in a new form in September, a more digital and interactive one,
with a mixed formula of chefs and Italian guests present live, with just as many chefs and
speakers from all over the world connecting live online.
For information:
info@mo-food.it
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